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(Seven degree) .4lr-lb i$+Jisll ,L,jCl cx (Quantum Theo.y ) .SJl LJi: C;rLr\l -l
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(Seven degree)

(Seven degree) .sJll ,',-rll .=J ++:U+:t Ali-)^ll -r

Ju+j':X &tl -,,1' ,pL & r_.p-o 1.,1lo c.U;!rl (Rene Descartes) ortS;. +.,i,.; cJ_n :e.l!l dlr-Jl

(fourteen degree) f *;[!l Oq,,+ll ,J-lx C--4 ... l]:tJJl crl.i4y,ull LDtri rJ^ .r-,-, & C

or..-l k+l ,-!;sJb t6-lrb (Scientific experiment) '*JJl 'U..ll .r!,- e+r:u*.l3Jl dl!-Jl

(fourteen degree) s(Scientific observation) i;^Ul aJ.J-ll

a..:_r ,(Movement and time) Cr-!l e^ aslll aO\,I 6$ c-';lS kllil os cl.r;,-jill :g*JlJl d!3-Jl

r:' olS;,=J! (Galileo Galilee) AJE .,:' (Accelerate Laws) ,J!+.:ll r,#!g D\i ;6,.'ilill lia

(fourteen degree) !(Isaac Newton) dr#
(.

I wish good luck to answer
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Ir{ote: Answer 6 questions onlv.

aq A) What is the basic principle of mass spectrom etry? Then sketch the

basic coinponents of a mass spectrometer?

B) List and explain three of neutron source?

ea A) Find how much percentage of the intensity of gamma-ray beam passes

Fr"gh 7cm thicknesses of aluminum if the Half Value Layer for gamma-rays in Al

is 3cm?
B) What are the biological effects of exposure to radiation? And explain why are

children more affected by exposure to radiation than adults are?

QO A) Briefly defined the dose rate and the effective dose rate?

-B) A lady has a dental X-ray which produces an absorbed dose of 0.3 mGy.

Calculate the equivalent dose of this X-ray .(The radiation weighting factor of X-ray

is one)

g) A) Explain what is meant by the binding energy of a nucleus and Sketch a graph

rho*t in it the binding energy per nucleon?

B) The mass of the nucleus of the isotope'rLiis 7.016 u. Find its

binding energy in eV and nuclear radius R? (mn : 1.008 66u, m, : l'007 276

ur rr. = O.OOOSj, 1 u = 1.66 x 10-27 kg, (1 u) c2 = 931.5 MeV))

aO A) What is the difference between (Alpha Particle), (Beta Particle) and y ray?

B) State and explain the three common forms of Beta Decay?

o6) Explain what is meant by the following and write down an equation to represent.

A) The Mass Attenuation Coefficient. B) The specific ionization and the

stoppmg power.

g) Number and explain the most important characteristics required in radiation

scanning device?

Gθθ″J″

`ル
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e1\ Suggest the perfect mixture with temperature in formation Mullit from ALzQr ,

SiO2 phase diagrams.

Q2\Answer onlY two

A-What is phase transformation in silica? What is the effect of impurity on the

transformations?

B-Talking about main impurity materials in ceramic

C-What do you think happens at fast drying temperature?

e3\ ln the draying processes just for wet Kaolin at draying temperature range

between ( 150 - 220) 0C sample lost its water contain in the range between 10

,,.,i'to 100mm3. What is the inner concentration of water if you know length

path is (20mm),viscosity (1.2 pois). Density(1.6 g/mm3 ) ,surface concentration

(3 g/cm3 ).

Q4\ Answer only two

A-What id features of ceramic materials in:

1)Properties . 2) bonding

B-Calculate Plastic lndex for pantonite with water contain (0.30) and Plastic limit

(0.6)

C- What is the effective parameters on plasticity ?How could you explain

plastic mechanism.

Q5\ Answer only three of below.

A-Discus the Micro and macro structure transformation due to sintering

treatment.

B- Classifying the main Group of clays by structure and Physical properties

C-How many types of forming you have studied?
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D-How could you prevent crystal growth in sintering processes you should have

to control some parameters : show that with figures.
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Ol- Complete of the sentences: (14 marks)

l-Heat treatment techniques used to achieve a desired result such as--------

2- Dislocation is a crystallographic defect --
3-Electrocbemical corrosion is -----

4-Type ofdamage typically produces ----

5-The materials which have elastic constants differ with each direction are called----

6-Offset or mismatch is ----

7-Skin eflect is the ---

8- Slag inclusions are 't----

9- Pair production occurs when incident enerry -----

10- The quality of a radiographic image can be described in terms of factors------

I l- The shear ultrasonic wave is-----

Class: 4th year
Time: 3 hours

Date 7- 6-2015

02- Give the Reason for the followinss :( 14 marks)
l-Th" 

"oo,l" 
is precisell, angled at l-20 degrees off perpendicular to the electron current?

'2- Di.""t currcnt (DC, full rvave DC) Used to detect sub surface discontinuities where?

To help to prevcnt arcing, the prod tips should be?

4- Oxide inclusions are appearing as dark irregularly shaped discontinuities in the radiograph

because?

S-Silver and gold are diamagnetic metals?

6-Uttrasonic testing technique is used to detect imperfections inside material?

7-To magnetize the part in two directions is important because?

8- An edge dislocation is occurring?

9-Ultrasonic waves are reflected at boundaries?

l6-The reflected shear wave is reflected at a smaller angle than the reflected longitudinal wave

within a given material, this is also due to the fact?

1- A magnetic lield is produced due to?

1- Interaction of X-rays with matter.
2- Dual element transducers.
3- Eddy Current Testing.
4-Creep (deformation).

04 Draw the diaerams for the followine. (14 marks)

I -A cut away f a typical cotrtact transducer

2-Incomplete penetration (IP).

3-Current passing through the conductor to magnetize the part in t*'o directions to determine most of
the defects.

Answer five of the questions
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3-Current passing through the conductor to magnetize the part in two directions to determine most of

the defects.

The comparison between conventional radiography and micro focus projection.

5- Screw dislocations

distance from object required to obtain an image magnified 40 times . when used

X-ray source with focal spot ( 300pm)and source to object distance (15mm) . sn6

then drawing the diagram. (14 marks)

the nd Th

Longitudinal Velocity bass from a Benzene interface and a Copper interface as shown

in diagram. You may assume that the incident wave makes a zero degree angle with
respect to the normal, that is, the direction of travel is perpendicular to the interface,

in each case. And draw a diagram of the situation' showing incident waves from the

transducer into the test specimen, which the amount of energy reflected and the

amount of energy transmitted. gb/'4
Where Longitudinal Velocity of Benzene is 0.130 cm/ps and the Density is yl glcm3

Where Longitudinal Velocity of Copper is 0.466 cm/ps and the Density i(8.93g/cm3.
(I4 marks)

Good Luck

Class: 4th year
Time: 3 hours

Date 7- 6-2015
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Note: Answer only four questions(each of 15 marks)

Q1- a)State factors effecting width of spectral lines, and explain one of them.

b) Calculate number of energy sublevels, energy spacing between them, and

hence number of allowed spectral lines of the transition Sr/z + Pyz under external

magnetic field of 0.5 T.

Q2- a)State regions of electromagnetic radiation in order from high to low energy.

b) Calculate wavenumbers of high and low edges of Paschen , and Brackett

serisses,then convert any wavenumber into,1-wavelength(nm) ,2-energy(eV) ,3-

energy(Jouls),a nd4-freq uency( M Hz).

Q3- a)State all allowed electronic transitions of molecule,with a diagram showing

regions of these transitions.

b)The fundamental and 1s overtone are centrd at 1876 cm-1 ,and 3724 cm'L

respectively of 1aNr69,then calculate; 1-the wavenumber of equilibrium vibration. 2-

the force constant. 3-the wavenumber of 4th overtone band,4-anharmonic

constant,and 5-dissociation energy.

Q4- a)state selection rules of an allowed electronic transition for atom.

b) lf the rotational spectral lines are equally spaced by7.26 cm-1 for 612 gt6

molecule then ,calculate; 1)rotational constant. 2)bond length. 3)the most populated

rotational level at temperature of 500K. 4)the wavenumber of most intensive

spectral line at this temperature.

Q5- a)State all spectroscopic prosses of molecule,with a diagram.

b) lf the rotational and distortion constants are 10.6 cm-1 and 5.3*10-a cm-1

respectively of lH3sclthen calculate,l)the wavenumber of J=4 rotational level.2)the

wavenumber of absorption line starting from J=6.

e=1.6X10~19C

k=1.38X10‐ 23J/k

mu=1.67X10‐27Kg

Usefull constants:-

C= 3 x1010 cm/s

h= 6.62 x fQ-3+1.t

μB=9。 27X10‐24J/T

R=1.0967X105 crn‐ 1
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Answer Four questions onlv

Ql/A: Define only foure:

1-Debve length 2-Pasma state 3- Larmor radius 4-mirror ratio S-Lansmuirprobe. ' I rssrqo r-rrrrrrur rqlrv 'ai;)"a"'u"

B/ Find the number of particles in Debye sphere for plasma with l0,ra m-3 and

electronternperatureis60MF。

Qzl N Derive relationship between plasma frequency and Debye length. [13]

2014-2015

B/ Give the meaning ofVE With drawing.

[13]

') u2l
'>

Q3/ A/Find the magnetic field required to confine plasma with density

the temperature KTi:KT":l30ev if the 9:0.1 .

1 020 cnl‐
3 and

[13]

B/ Describe I-V characteristic for Langmuir probe?
[12]

Qa/ (a)what is the saturation current density for plasma with density

19t0rn-: and temperature 2x104 K" t13]
(b) Explain the display panel. UZ)

Qs / (A) Find the acceleration of gravity if the gravitational drift of
electron is equal to drift due electric field (r0v/m). tr3l

(B) Plasma with temperature 6ev and density l0racm-3. Find the density and thepotential at x:30pm when potential voltage is aV?

u2l
e:l.6x10-leC rt.:9.lxl0{r Kg ffip:l .67x10-27 Kg

h:6.62x10-3aJlsec K:1.3gx1 0-23 J/K" e":g.g5X10-r2 F/m

It*4nxl0-7 H/m g:10 m/sec2
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Answer onlv four questions: l5 degree for any question

Ql. Draw and explain of the following.

1- Hall voltage with current. 2- Absorption coefficient with wavelength. 3- Drift velocity with

electric field. 4- Fermi functions with temperature. 5- Thermal conductivity with temperature.

Q2.
A. When that Ensitin model close from classical model? Prove that it mathematically.

B. Defined the following?
1- Agure recombination process. 2- BCS theory for superconductivity. 3- Photo detector.

4- Direct energy gap. 5- Depletion layer.

Q3.
Semiconductor sample doped with impurity have ionization energy Ea :0.05 eV and doping

concentration N6: i0'' cm-3. Calculate electrical conductivity if p.: 1500 cm2A/.sec, lth:
500 cm2A/.sec, and N. : 3* l0le cm-3, also calculate Fermi level at 200K'

Explain experimentally can be calculate specific heat for electron.

Q4.
State absorption process for semiconductor and explain the process occur when hu>E6 or

Eu.

Compare between Lorerunumber for Drude model and Summerfield model.

Explain photo emission for electron.

Qs.
A. For diatomic crystal with m = l*10-27 Kg and M: 5*10-2i Kg . Find the phonon frequency

at a) minimum optical mode. b) maximum acoustic mode. If o: 0.4 N/ m.

B. Drive the following?
1) Density of state in one dimension.

2) Derive reduced mass for electron.

A.

B.

A.

Ｂ

Ｃ

e=1.6*10‐ C, and ks= l.l$*16' J/k.

Qoo[ tucfr


